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In my childhood and youth the New Year was one of the few occasions that my
parents invited close friends and work colleagues to our house. We would wait
until the countdown: 10, 9, 8 … until midnight, shout “Happy New Year” and
hug and congratulate one another on leaving behind the old and beginning the
new. When I left home, I would occasionally go into Perth central to mingle with
the New Year’s Eve revellers. That scene was a long time ago.
During the early years of my conversion, I didn’t really reflect too much on the
significance of the New Year and the festivities that went along with it, although I
did hang around with a different crowd, and that was significant. When I got
married and we had children of our own, slowly but surely, we stayed home with
our family on New Year’s Eve. As the children grew older, we would stay up with
them till midnight and then go to bed. Now we are alone, we just go to bed, and
say to each other “see you next year, Lord willing”.
However, as time went on, and by God’s grace, we always take the opportunity
to thank the Lord for the past year, and when we awake in the New Year, we
again give thanks and pray that the Lord would sustain us for each day that He
would be pleased to give us in His service – according to His will.
The new and the old year, is a good time for reflection on our relationship with
our God and Saviour Jesus Christ. Do we trust Him more and more as we confess
in Lord’s Day 1? Is he truly our only comfort in life and death? Is He that for our
children and grandchildren, for our brethren in the church community and family
members? Is He our rock and salvation, our stronghold so that we will not be
shaken? (Ps62:6)
If not, there is work to do. Actually, there is always work to do. All of us are
works in progress when it comes to maturity in the faith, none of us is a perfect
unit and we won’t be until we are translated into the direct presence of our Lord.
Then, and only then, will the work be complete except for the final resurrection,
Christ’s coming in judgement, and the new heavens and earth. Sober thought!
I think it is apt to finish off with the words of our Lord from John 17:3 – “This
is eternal life, that they may know You, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
You have sent”. S.D.G.
Many thanks to our contributors for their insightful articles. May they give us all a
fresh perspective on the tradition that we know as the New Year.
Mr John Haverland investigates New Year origins.
Mr Ben McDonald reflects on the practice of New Year resolutions.
Mr Peter Kloosterman considers the need to remember, repent and rejoice.
Included in this issue is Letters from New Zealand, Focus on faith, Focus on the
Christian life, a book review The View from Above: An Exposition of God’s Revelation
to John, by Jan DeGelder, reviewed by the Rev R Bredenhof, FRC Mount Nasura,
and a DVD review Which Gospel? – How the long age stories undermine the
Gospel, by Dr. Martin Williams of the RTC, reviewed by Mrs Jane Archbald.
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The Secretary:
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Subscription per volume:
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not to be considered the official position of
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand unless they expound the Biblical system of
doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, the Canons of
Dordt, or the Westminster Confession of Faith, or reflect the successive Acts of Synod
of the Reformed Churches of New Zealand. On the other hand, care is taken to ensure
that articles and opinions do not directly contradict the official position of the Reformed
Churches as contained in the above sources without attention being called to that fact.
NB: In line with common publishing practice Faith in Focus reserves the right to publish
the names of all contributors with their articles, unless compelling reasons are given to
the editor for not doing so. This applies to both print and online versions.

New Year tradition – where did it come from?
JOHN HAVERLAND

The New Year:
Where did it come from?
How we celebrate the New Year is often
based on our upbringing and our family
traditions. Growing up in my family in
Christchurch I remember that on New
Year’s Eve my parents would often invite
a number of their friends to our home for
the evening. My mother would make a
special salad and deep fried apple
fritters. My parent’s friends would bring
food and drinks. As children we were
allowed to stay up with the adults for a
while, and as we grew older we too
could stay up till midnight! At about
11.45pm my father would pick up his
Bible, get everyone’s attention, and read
Psalm 90. Those gathered would then
study the clock and their watches and at
midnight would go around the room
wishing each person a Happy New Year!
My wife and I have celebrated New
Year’s Eve in a similar fashion, although
there have been some years when we
were tired, had an early night, and wished
each other a Happy New Year when we
woke in the morning! Every year the
Church Camp at Finlay Park celebrates
the New Year with oliebollen (Dutch
donuts) and a talent show, and in this way
everyone sees in the New Year together.
All of us will have our own traditions.
The following articles will explore how
we can begin the New Year in an
intentionally Christian manner, and
examine the purpose and value of making
New Year resolutions. My intention is to
set the scene and outline the historical
background of New Year traditions in the
western world.
Our western calendar originates with
the Roman Empire. The early Roman
calendar consisted of ten months and 304
days. According to tradition it was created
by Romulus, the founder of Rome, in the
eighth century B.C. Over the centuries,
the calendar fell out of sync with the sun.

In 46 B.C. the Roman Emperor Julius
Caesar consulted with the most prominent
astronomers and mathematicians of his
time and introduced the Julian calendar.
The astronomer Sosigenes convinced him
to follow the solar year. Caesar instituted
January 1 as the first day of the year, partly
to honour the month’s namesake, Janus,
the Roman god of beginnings. Janus had
two faces, which allowed him to look back
into the past and forward into the future.
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There is no biblical
command or
requirement to celebrate
the end of one year and
the beginning of
another. We are not
necessarily any better or
worse off whether we
celebrate this or not.
The New Year, however,
does give us an
opportunity to reflect on
the year that has
passed, and to think
about the year that lies
ahead of us.
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The Romans celebrated the New Year by
offering sacrifices to Janus, exchanging
gifts with one another, decorating their
homes with laurel branches, and attending
raucous parties.
In medieval Europe various Christian
leaders in different countries replaced
January 1, as the first day of the year, with
other days that carried religious
significance. They used dates such as
December 25 the celebration of the birth
of Jesus; or March 25 when the angel
Gabriel visited Mary to tell her that she
would be the mother of the Saviour (known
as the Feast of the Annunciation); or the
feast of the naming and circumcision of
Jesus; or the celebration of Easter (which
is a movable feast). However, in 1582
Pope Gregory XIII re-established January
1 as New Year’s Day and instituted the
Gregorian calendar. Most Catholic countries
adopted the Gregorian calendar almost
immediately while Protestant countries
followed more slowly. Britain and the
Empire adopted it with the Calendar Act
of 1751.
In many western countries the
entrance of the New Year is celebrated
on New Year’s Eve with gatherings that
continue into the early hours of January
1. People from various cultures enjoy their
distinctive and traditional food, meals,
snacks and drinks. Non Christians wish
each other good luck for the coming year.
Other customs include watching fireworks
and singing songs to welcome the New
Year, including “Auld Lang Syne”. In the
United States, the most iconic New Year’s
tradition is the dropping of a giant ball in
New York City’s Times Square at the stroke
of midnight. Millions of people around
the world watch the event, which has
taken place almost every year since 1907.
Some make New Year resolutions, a
subject Ben McDonald will examine in
his article.
In the Old Covenant God commanded the people of Israel to celebrate
a number of feasts and festivals each of
which commemorated his great acts of
redemption for his people. The Passover
and the Feast of Unleavened Bread
remembered God’s deliverance of Israel
out of Egypt in the exodus. The Feast of
Weeks (also known as the Harvest, or
Pentecost) celebrated God’s provision of
the wheat harvest. The Feast of Tabernacles (also known as Booths or
Ingathering) also celebrated the harvest,
and recalled God’s care of Israel in their
journey from Egypt to Canaan.
These festivals were fulfilled in the

New Covenant in the person and work
of the Lord Jesus. For instance, the Passover
lamb was fulfilled in the sacrificial death
of the Lord Jesus on the cross. Many of
us as New Testament Christians remember
the significant events of the life and death
of Jesus in the Church Year – his birth at
Christmas, his suffering and death on Good
Friday, his resurrection from the dead on
Easter Sunday, his ascension 40 days later
on Ascension Day, and, ten days later, his
sending of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost
Sunday. The Christian festivals are not
commanded in the Bibl e but are
opportunities to praise God for the great
salvation we have in and through Christ
Jesus.
There is no biblical command or
requirement to celebrate the end of one
year and the beginning of another. We
are not necessarily any better or worse off
whether we celebrate this or not. The
New Year, however, does give us an
opportunity to reflect on the year that has
passed, and to think about the year that
lies ahead of us. In our home, when we
have gathered with family and friends, we
have made it a tradition to each mention
a difficulty and a blessing from the past
year, and a desire or goal for the New
Year.
The following two articles will help
you think about how you can begin the
New Year as a Christian, and consider the
subject of New Year’s resolutions. How
will you trust and obey Jesus in 2022?
Mr John Haverland is a minister of the
Reformed Church in Pukekohe.

New Year tradition – where did it come from?
BEN McDONALD

New Year’s Resolutions:
resolved in Christ
I don’t recall ever having seriously made
a New Year’s resolution. Perhaps it’s
because of that time in high school, back
when the 1980s became the 1990s,
when one of my teachers made us write
down where we’d like to be or what
we’d like to achieve by the end of the
new decade.
As a 14 year old my aims revolved
around Australian Rules football and went
something like this: I would make the
local senior team by age 16 and be an
unstoppable force. The Geelong Cats
national team would come knocking. I’d
make my big league debut by 18 and
dominate there as well. I’d kick lots of

goals and play spectacularly. By the end
of the decade, I imagined, I would have
won at least one Grand Final and a
Brownlow Medal. Aim high they say!
Well, my football career peaked in
1994 with half a game in the local second
team. A few years later, a comeback lasted
just one summer pre-season in the home
gym. By the end of the decade I’d
sustained a serious knee injury which
required surgery and extensive rehab. And
if my memory is correct, I’ve never played
competitive sport since.
So much for resolutions. Maybe it’s
better to have low expectations; resolve
to make no more resolutions!
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For many of us, a New Year holds out
new opportunity, new commitment, new
goals, even new hopes. Or so we’d like
to think. Who didn’t hope for a better
2021 following a COVID-stricken 2020?
Who isn’t hoping for a better 2022?
So what are resolutions and why do
some of us make them? Should we avoid
them or can they be useful? And, if so,
how should we make them? Do we reach
high or content ourselves with low
expectations?
It all depends on what we think
resolutions are, what we’re aiming for and
how we go about them.
What resolutions are
My Oxford dictionary has a number of
definitions for ‘resolution.’ Among them
are: “1. A resolute temper or character;
boldness and firmness of purpose. 2. A
thing resolved on; an intention.”
Taken together, a resolution is a
particular intention with firm commitment,
as when Jesus resolutely set out for
Jerusalem in Luke 9:51 (NIV).
Jesus knew that he had come into the
world to die on a cross, to bear our sin,
guilt and shame as well as the consequence
for it, and be raised on the third day. In
willing obedience to his Father, and out
of love for sinners, it was Jesus’ goal to
accomplish the salvation promised by God
and bring reconciliation between the
Creator and his fallen creation, for God’s
glory and his people’s good. So as his time
drew near, Jesus “… set his face to go to
Jerusalem” (Lk 9:51 ESV).
Now, that’s probably not what we
think of when we think of New Year’s
resolutions!
New Year’s resolutions are usually
concerned with some kind of personal
goal. You want to make a change in your
life for the better.
Perhaps you want to lose some weight,
eat healthier or get fit; maybe even run a
half-marathon. Or you may have financial
goals: spend within your means, save for
something special, or pay off a
long-standing debt. Perhaps you just want
to be less busy and have more time to do
things you enjoy.
Or you might make goals relating to
spiritual habits: read your Bible every day
or read it all in a year. Maybe you want
to pray more or visit people in your
congregation more, or offer hospitality
more often. Maybe there’s a particular sin
or habit you struggle with and would like
to finally put it to death. Or perhaps you’d
like to be a more patient person or have
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more self-control.
Resolutions are more than just good
intentions. They are also more than mere
hopes, unrealistic dreams or plain wishful
thinking, like my teenage football
ambitions. A resolution combines intent
with determined character that is not easily
swayed.
What we’re aiming for
All of the goals mentioned above can be
good, and no doubt we could add many
others as well. Each goal we may have,
though, needs to be set with the ultimate
goal in view. “So, whether you eat or
drink, or whatever you do, do all to the
glory of God.” (1 Cor 10:31)
We ought to keep this in mind because
good goals can camouflage worldly
intentions. This is more important than
we might realise. Why is that?
Two reasons. First, we easily become
enslaved to our desires.
For example, it’s not a bad thing to
want to drop some excess weight or eat
healthier. These things can be very good
for us. Yet our world often uses physical
appearance, prowess and achievement
to determine worth. As a result, many
look to these things for security, acceptance and value but are left crushed when
they don’t measure up or exhaust
themselves trying to achieve their goal.
The same can also be said of financial
goals.
Or suppose you want to grow in your
knowledge of God’s word. But you do so
because, secretly deep down inside, you
want people to admire you for it.
Now I certainly don’t want to discourage
anyone from reading their Bible or having
personal goals. I do want to encourage us
to keep the ultimate goal in view: do all
to the glory of God.
A second reason is just as important.
And that is this; when your personal goals
aren’t met or you fail to achieve them, it
doesn’t mean that the ultimate goal has
also failed. We might get dejected,
discouraged and feel defeated because
our New Year aims and enthusiasm faded
by mid-February – yet again. Or events
beyond our control overtook what we
might have thought we could control.
Yet it’s often in our disappointments,
unfulfilled plans, afflictions and sorrows
– which no one aims for – that God does
his greatest work in us by his sovereign
grace and good purpose.
The most well-known resolutions ever
formulated by a Christian are those of
Jonathan Edwards in the 1720s. Prior to

How do we live
resolutely for God’s
glory, especially in a
changing and
changeable world,
where our plans, goals
and, if we make them,
New Year’s resolutions
can be reduced to faded
hopes in an instant?

entering ministry, barely out of his teens,
Edwards put together 70 resolutions over
a period of several months, all of which
had the ultimate goal of glorifying God.
The first of his resolutions reads:
Resolved, that I will do whatsoever I
think to be most to God’s glory, and
my own good, profit and pleasure, in
the whole of my duration, without any
consideration of the time, whether
now, or never so many myriads of ages
hence. Resolved to do whatever I think
to be my duty and most for the good
and advantage of mankind in general.
Resolved to do this, whatever difficulties
I meet with, how many soever and
how great soever.
When you read Edwards’ resolutions,
they might seem lofty, unattainable and
over-pious. But you’ll notice in this first
resolution he combines God’s glory with
his own personal good. The two are not
mutually exclusive. Rather, our personal
good needs to be viewed in light of God’s
glory. That should also be our aim.
How we go about resolutions
The New Year is as good a time as any to
reflect on the year past – on God’s grace
and goodness and how he sustains us,
works in and through us in both success
and sorrow. And it’s also an appropriate

in a changing and changeable world,
where our plans, goals and, if we make
them, New Year’s resolutions can be
reduced to faded hopes in an instant?

time to commit ourselves and our goals
to him for the year ahead.
Whether you make New Year’s
resolutions or not, as Christians we should
daily resolve to live for our Lord and his
goals. And you certainly don’t need to
wait for the New Year to do that. But how
we go about it is also vitally important.
New Year’s resolutions detached from
humble dependence on God and his grace
become an exercise in self-help, ‘the stuff
of personal grit and determination to better
oneself.’ The self-made person, as one
writer puts it, is a modern ideal, not a
biblical one.
For this reason, Edwards’ resolutions
begin with this preface:
Being sensible that I am unable to do
anything without God’s help, I do
humbly entreat him by his grace to
enable me to keep these Resolutions,
so far as they are agreeable to his will,
for Christ’s sake. Remember to read
over these resolutions once a week.

Resolved in Christ
The answer is that Jesus resolved to go to
Jerusalem. With firm purpose and intent,
but also the deep anguish and sorrow of
Gethsemane, he endured the cross,
despising the shame, and is now seated
at the right hand of the throne of God.
We draw our resolve from Christ, just
as a branch draws its vitality from the vine
it is joined to. That living union, created
by the Holy Spirit, produces fruit that is
pleasing to God and gives him all the glory
– both when our plans and goals are
achieved, and even when they aren’t. For
we know that for those who love God all
things work together for good, for those
who are called according to his purpose
(Rom 8:28).
May our resolution be that we are
resolved by God’s grace in Christ to daily
live for him and his glory, committing our
plans and goals to his sovereign good
pleasure and purpose for our eternal good.
Mr Ben McDonald is the minister of
the Reformed Church in Wellington.

Jesus taught in John 15:5, “I am the
vine; you are the branches. Whoever
abides in me and I in him, he it is that
bears much fruit, for apart from me you
can do nothing.”
God made people with the ability to
do and achieve. Yet we can easily
over-estimate our abilities, misuse them
for selfish and evil purposes, and claim
glory for ourselves that rightly belongs to
him.
And at the other end of the spectrum,
we can be so down on ourselves that we
see no way to change or achieve anything
at all. Low expectations for ourselves
evaporate to zero expectations.
Both are forms of introspection that
deny the power of God, through the
gospel, to work in us what is pleasing to
him – regardless of whether New Year’s
resolutions are made or not.
How do we overcome both? How do
we live resolutely for God’s glory, especially
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New Year tradition – where did it come from?
PETER KLOOSTERMAN

Intentional Routines
for 2022
When you read this article school will
have resumed in New Zealand. Most
summer holidays will be over, and
routines will resume. It used to be that
schools were known for teaching the
three “R”s. Reading, writing and
‘rithmetic. Well, this three “R”
framework helps us think about starting
the New Year in an intentionally Christian way.
Intentionality in the New Year is an
important consideration. Routines are
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good. We need routines to help maintain
the rhythm of life. Routines are habits.
We just do them. They don’t require
thought, preparation, or adaptation.
When I get up in the morning, I know
what I will do: wash, get dressed, do
devotions, eat breakfast, and go to work.
I know what to expect. There will be slight
variations, but by and large the routine
keeps life stable. Not much thought. But
that can be the problem too. I don’t think
about the routine. It’s so familiar, I don’t

give it much brain power. I just do it. If I
oversleep, which part of the routine gets
eliminated? What are my priorities? What
are my intentions?
That’s what we need to think about
now. New Year’s: another year. One
follows the next. There’s Christmas and
then New Year’s. Holidays, time at the
bach, a family holiday. It’s the routine of
summer. One-year ends. Another starts.
Is there an intentionally Christian way to
think about the passage of years? That I
am writing an article suggests there is. So,
what can we plan in the passing of years
from a Christian perspective? 3 “R”s from
the school of grace: Remember; Repent;
Rejoice. Three ideas that need to be woven
into the fabric of everyday routines so that
we can keep our focus on Christ in the
passing of the years.
Remember
This is a word that comes from Ecclesiastes 12 – a book that sees the
emptiness of life’s routines. This is the
Preacher’s conclusion of the life lived
under the sun: “remember”. Whether
our routines are good or bad. Whether
there is calm or chaos; planned or unplanned events. We must remember that
death touches us all. The new year reminds us that some of our friends and
family have died. No guarantees you will
celebrate another New Year. So, we
must remember our creator in the days
of our youth. Interestingly, the Preacher
targets youth. Then he proceeds to deal
with the debilitating effects of age. That
is when we reminisce. That is when
memories are crucial and often lamentably lost. But before any of that
happens it is crucial the Preacher says,
“Remember – in the days of your youth.”
Start before it’s too late!
As the New Year dawns with the
promise of more time; we look back. What
should we remember? Remember the
way God has worked powerfully in the
world. There will be lists and statistics
given in the change of the year. There will
be orders of merit bestowed. But do you
remember how active God has been in
your life? Both in making the world and
in His providential sustaining of it, do you
remember how the Lord has answered
some of your prayers? Or have they been
just the routines that you haven’t given
much thought to? Do we think about how
God has been active in making the crops
productive and satisfied our hunger?
What if the year has been painful?
What if the year past has been one you
would rather forget? Do you remember

the constancy of God? The certainty of
His love? The sufficiency of His grace?
Remember: In the midst of weakness –
He is not a God who is abstract,
disconnected or distant. Instead, like Paul,
remember that the measure of our days
is not our success, but God’s grace and
power being magnified in weakness.
Remember, that there is a higher purpose
that God has revealed in His word and
that His love gives help and hope for those
hurting. That nothing in all of creation can
separate us from His love in Christ Jesus.
Remember that He is the just judge that
will maintain His cause, and the cause of
those committed to Him. This is the
beauty of the body of Christ. That
sometimes when we struggle, we need to
remember to encourage another who is
hurting. That by remembering God’s ways
in the past, we can give hope to those
who are weary and overwhelmed.
Intentional, God-directed and Goddependent remembering does give hope.
Repent
An intentional way to start the year is to
look back and remember. It is also to
look at the present and repent. The
Heidelberg Catechism wonderfully
teaches the character of true or genuine
repentance. It is the need to die to the
old self and the coming to life of the
new. Also known as mortification and
vivification – putting to death and
coming to life.
Integral to the life of repentance is the
confidence from Christ’s resurrection that
death brings life (cf. Roms. 6:5-11). Do
we intentionally think about repentance
that way? That repentance is a response
to our trust in Jesus’ work. We don’t
repent only because our sins have been
exposed. We repent because we want to
experience Christ’s resurrecting power.
When we crucify ourselves to sin, Christ
will give us a new life. Is the certainty of
Christ’s resurrection the impetus for you
to repent?
How often our intentions to change lack
the power of Christ. Therefore, we need
the gospel of true repentance. An
awareness that exposure of sin by the law
of God means we need kill our passion for
evil, redirect our will from self-serving and
be transformed by the renewing of our
mind. New life is not found by merely
tweaking our habits. Changing routines will
be a short-term solution if not motivated
by living in Christ and for Christ. Devoid of
union with Christ, our good intentions will
only be sign-posts on the road to perdition.

Every year is an
occasion to take stock of
the three ‘R’s:
remember, repent,
rejoice. In following
Christ, use your time
wisely because the days
are evil.
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Christ-like living derives from the pattern
of Christ’s saving work: through death to
new life. True repentance is dying daily to
our self-loving, self-serving, and self-focused
ways. This is the pattern highly extolled by
Paul in Romans 6:8, “Now if we have died
with Christ, we believe that we will also live
with Him.” This verse is about daily living
as well as eternal life. That’s an intentional
commitment to live for Him and to live
through His power.
This is one reason why so many
resolutions fail -they are directed toward
self-improvement rather than union with
Christ. Union with Christ is striving to show
a family resemblance in the way we seek
and speak of the pleasures of God. This
is the companion of conversion that flows
from true repentance – it is participation
in the new life we have in Christ. A wholehearted joy in God through Christ and a
delight to do His pleasure.
Rejoice
This leads to our final intention. Rejoice.
Paul says rejoice in the Lord always. He
isn’t saying be happy all the time. He had
sharp words for Hymanaeus and Alexander (1 Tim. 1:20). He did not rejoice in
what they had done. He rebuked them.
He was overwhelmed with his situation

in life. “Afflicted in every way but not
crushed – ” (2 Cor. 4:8-10). He was not
happy all the time. The important words
are “IN THE LORD.” Find and seek your
joy in who God is and what He is doing.
In fact, God teaches us that the joy of the
Lord is your strength (Neh. 8:12). The
strong joy of the Christian faith is the joy
that flows from God to you. And it is the
joy that is rooted in God. Again, joy
follows from repentance because we
know and learn that Christ is working.
He was the one who for the joy that was
set before him endured the cross (Hebs
12:2).
This verse in Hebrews that speaks of
the cross-enduring-joy also reveals that
Jesus is the author and finisher of your
faith. He is the pioneer who clears the
way for you to follow. What He starts He
finishes. But He is also the author of your
faith. He writes the script. He directs and
produces the storyline. His narrative is
one that concludes always in the presence
of the Father with the fullness of joy. When
He says, “I am the Way the Truth and the
Life, no man comes to the Father but
through me”, he is doing more than
proclaiming the futility of all other ways
of salvation. He is showing the certainty
of the destination of your faith. If you
follow the way, the truth and the life, you

will be with the Father. Nothing and no
one can keep you away. What JOY! Many
will try. None succeed. The narrative is
assured. Listen and learn, repent and
believe, rejoice and live because you are
going to be with the Father.

Reformed theology. While this description
of the Reformed faith came later, it still
captures well the core of the gospel in all
its graciousness and Christ-centeredness,
just as it is revealed in the Scriptures.
These five solas show the glory of God’s
gracious way of salvation in a way that sets
the tone for true theology, resounding in
how we think and live in this world.

blinds the minds of unbelievers, lest they
see the light of the gospel of the glory of
Christ (2 Cor. 4:4). Yet the God who
commands light to shine out of darkness
shines in our hearts, giving us the light “of
the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ”
(2 Cor. 4:6). God always does this by the
Spirit working through the Word. The
Holy Spirit is the Author of Scripture, and
He speaks through Scripture (Heb. 3:7).
The Scriptures teach us everything that we
need to make us wise for salvation through
faith in Christ and to be thoroughly
equipped for every good work (2 Tim.
3:15–17). This is why those who do not
speak according to the rule of Scripture
have no light in them (Isa. 8:20). Yet
without the Spirit, even the Scriptures
cannot help us. We are dead in trespasses
and sins (Eph. 2:1–2), our minds and

Conclusion
These three “R”s are intentional ways to
be schooled by Christ. That’s what a disciple is: a student. The Christian life is always a time of learning. The point of the
New Year’s intentionality beckons us to
appreciate the goal of our habits. When
life is disrupted and changes catch us off
guard, you can move forward with a new
“normal.” Remember God has a plan.
Turn from trust in your control to the life
of relying on God’s. Find joy in every
occasion as you pursue renewed fellowship with the Father. Every year is an
occasion to take stock of the three ‘R’s:
remember, repent, rejoice. In following
Christ, use your time wisely because the
days are evil. Review your habits and
consider your priorities. With the passing
of an old year and the dawn of a new,
how do you intend to see what God is
doing in your life?
Mr Peter Kloosterman is the minister of
the Reformed Church in Hastings.
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The

FIVE SOLAS
The five solas were not exactly Reformation slogans, but they serve as a good
summary of the Reformed faith. Neither
Martin Luther nor John Calvin nor any
other Protestant Reformer summarized his
teachings in a tidy list including Scripture
alone, Christ alone, faith alone, grace
alone, to the glory of God alone. Taking
flight in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, this fivefold summary became
the shorthand version of what is known as
10
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Sola Scriptura
Theology must be Scripturally grounded.
God’s life-giving speech reveals to us His
salvation and calls us to faith and repentance. We were once darkness, but now
we are light in the Lord (Eph. 5:8). Satan

hearts are darkened (Eph. 4:18; Rom.
1:21), and we need someone to raise us
from the dead and turn on the lights (Eph.
5:14). If Scripture is sufficient to make us
wise for faith and life in Christ, then
Scripture alone can be our guide to
walking with God. Everything else is both
useless and superfluous. Yet we must be
born of the Spirit in order to see God’s
kingdom (John 3:5). Only through the
Spirit working by and with the Scriptures
in our hearts can we walk in the light with
the God who is light (1 John 1:7).

Solus Christus
Theology must be Christ focused. We
should believe everything Scripture
teaches us because it is God’s Word (John
8:47). Christ is the main point of the Bible,
and the whole Bible testifies to Him (John
5:39; Luke 24:27; 1 Peter 1:10–12).
Without the Spirit, we could not receive
God’s testimony in Scripture; without
Christ, even God’s words cannot save us.
Theology is Christ-focused because no
one comes to the Father apart from Him
(John 14:6) and because the Spirit seeks to
glorify Him for our salvation (John
16:8–14). Jesus is truly God and truly man.
He alone can reconcile God and man,
killing animosity and creating friendship
(Gen. 3:15). The Father is well pleased
with His Son (Mark 1:11), and He is well
pleased with us only when we are in the
Son (Eph. 1:6). Jesus alone can save His
people from their sins (Matt. 1:21)
because He alone is their Prophet
revealing to them by His Word and Spirit
the will of God for their salvation; He
alone is their Priest who offered Himself as
a sacrifice to satisfy divine justice for them;
and He alone is their King who subdues
them to Himself, rules and defends them,
and restrains and conquers all His and
their enemies (WSC 24–26). There is no
fellowship with God apart from Christ,
and we count all things loss compared to
the excellence of the knowledge of Christ
Jesus our Lord (Phil. 3:8).

purposes, but if we do not believe, then
we will not be established (Isa. 7:9;
45:17). Faith has no merit before God.
We are justified by faith without the works
of the law (Rom. 3:28). We are not saved
by good works but are saved for good
works (Eph. 2:8–10). Knowledge of Christ
through Scripture, assent to these truths in
our minds, and Spirit–wrought trust from
our hearts characterize saving faith. We
live by faith in the Son of God who loved
us and gave Himself for us (Gal. 2:20).

Sola Gratia
Theology must be grace-saturated. If we
are saved by faith, then we are saved not
by works but by grace alone (Rom. 11:6).
Grace is God’s generous disposition by
which He lavishes us with good things that
we do not deserve. Everything we receive
from God is by grace, from our daily bread
to the final resurrection of our bodies (Ps.
145:8). The grace of God is vested in
Christ and He alone gives saving grace to
those whom the Father pities in His mercy
(Ps. 103:13). This is why the Apostle Paul’s
letters begin, “Grace and peace to you
from God the Father and from the Lord
Jesus Christ” (2 Cor. 1:2; Gal. 1:3; Eph.
1:2; Phil. 1:2). The Holy Spirit teaches us
through Scripture that salvation is by grace
alone because salvation is by faith in Christ
alone. Grace is not a sentimental idea
leading us to ignore our sins, not caring
how we live. “For the grace of God has
appeared, bringing salvation for all
people, training us to renounce ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live
self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in
the present age, waiting for our blessed
hope, the appearing of the glory of our
great God and Savior Jesus Christ, who
gave himself for us to redeem us from all
lawlessness and to purify for himself a
people for his own possession who are
zealous for good works” (Titus 2:11–14).

Christ, giving thanks to God the Father
through Him (Col. 3:17). We live by the
Spirit and keep in step with the Spirit (Gal.
5:25). If we should live to God’s glory,
then should we not listen to the Spirit
speaking in His Word, receiving God’s
grace through faith alone in Christ, all to
God’s glory alone?
Ultimately, the five solas are not merely
a summary of Reformed theology. They
guard and clarify the gospel, mounting a
friendly offensive attack on an unbelieving
world, transforming Christ’s enemies into
His friends. The word alone is important in
the solas. Alone secures the God-centered
character of the gospel and of the Christian
life. The five solas do not say all that needs
to be said about true theology, faith, and
life, but they are a good start and a clear
guide to keep us on the right track.
Dr. Ryan M. McGraw is Morton H.
Smith Professor of Systematic Theology
and Academic Dean at Greenville
Presbyterian Theological Seminary. He
is author of several books, including
The Day of Worship.
Tabletalk magazine, November 2012

Soli Deo Gloria
Sola Fide
Theology must be faith driven. Without
faith, it is impossible to please God (Heb.
11:6). Like the empty hand of a beggar,
faith reaches out to receive Christ. By
faith, we believe that He who has
promised is able to perform that which He
promises (Rom. 4:21). God will fulfill His

Theology must be God-dominated. Each
of the three persons of the Trinity saves us
in harmonious unity in a way that leads to
worship all three divine persons. We have
fellowship with the Son in grace, with the
Father in love, and with the Holy Spirit in
strength and comfort (2 Cor. 13:14; Acts
9:31). Because we have nothing that we
have not received (1 Cor. 4:7), we should
do all things in the name of the Lord Jesus
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Called in Holiness
Paul spends time in 1 Thessalonians 4 reminding his
original audience what it means to please God in their
sanctification or growth in holiness, particularly with
respect to sexual ethics (vv. 3–8). Given that the Thessalonians lived in a culture where sexual decadence was the
norm, a reminder of these things was prudent, though it
appears that the Thessalonians were pleasing God in this
area of holiness overall (vv. 1–2). Nevertheless, it never
hurts to go over the basic theological and moral teachings
of the Christian faith again, so Paul repeats in verses 3–8
what he taught the Thessalonians when he ministered
among them. With respect to the Christian sexual ethic,
we seek to obey the Lord here because He is our Creator
and thus has the right to impose His law on us. But God
does not have arbitrary reasons for His laws; they are, in
fact, intended for our good and for the good of others. We
see this, for instance, in 1 Thessalonians 4:4, where we
are told to control our bodies “in holiness and honor.”
Sexual sin is, among other things, dishonoring and
degrading to human beings. Many people argue that we
enjoy emancipation and an elevation of dignity when we
indulge in whatever sexual activity we want, but we end
up dishonoring ourselves and other people when we
break God’s law. We become slaves to corruption rather
than free people (Titus 3:3; 2 Peter 2:19). As John Calvin
comments on 1 Thessalonians 4:4, “The man that
prostitutes his body to fornication, covers it with infamy
and disgrace.” Today’s passage explains that the divinely
revealed sexual ethic promotes our well-being. Paul says
that no believer should “transgress and wrong his brother”
by engaging in sexual immorality (v. 6). The wronging in
view here has to do with defrauding another person of
something. Since the Apostle says that our bodies belong
not to ourselves but to our spouses (1 Cor. 7:4), sexual
immorality steals from other people because we are using
for ourselves what rightly belongs to someone else. This is
particularly easy to see in the case of adultery, narrowly
considered, but it is also true of extramarital sex between
unmarried people and other sexual sins. Paul also states
that God has not called believers “for impurity, but in
holiness” (1 Thess. 4:7). When the Lord brings us to faith
in Christ, He sets us apart for Himself. We betray the holy
status conferred on us in our conversion when we commit
sexual sin.
Coram Deo
Sexual sins are sins against the Lord, but they are also sins
against other people. Our pursuit of sexual purity is a
tangible way we can love our neighbors as ourselves, for
sexual immorality hurts people besides ourselves and it
makes us more apt to overlook sin in other areas of our
lives. May our love for our neighbors motivate us to sexual
purity this day and always.
First published in Tabletalk Magazine, an outreach of
Ligonier.
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Focus on the Christian life

Reflections of
an Old(er) Man
You might ask, “Why an old(er)
man?” Why not just, “An old
man?”
It is easy to dismiss the
thoughts and reflections of a
man (or woman) who is simply
old. After all, the implication
seems to be that he is past it.
Most likely he no longer works
in full time employment, hasn’t
got children at home anymore,
doesn’t serve as an elder or
deacon or on any committee,
and cannot exert any real
influence in any important
sphere of activity anymore. For
him that is all in the past.
Therefore, now that he is old,
we assume that his life is
separated from the reality of
daily living as faced and
experienced by the younger
generations. So it is easy to
think, “What would he know?”,
or “Why is he sharing his
thoughts or reflections on events
with the younger generations?
After all, they are the lively and
energetic dynamos driving the
important things of contemporary community life.”
However, if you think of
him as an older man rather than
simply an old one, you
recognise that while he is older,
his roots are deeply embedded
in the same soils as your own,
and he has experienced and
possibly still experiences, at least
to some degree, the same things
as the younger generations. He
does not stand separate,
independent of the events of
the day, and is not divorced
from the tensions and difficulties of present life. On the
contrary, an older man (or
woman) is confronted with the

same things as younger people
are: he just looks at them from
a slightly different perspective.
In that way an older man (or
woman) is yourself with a few
years added. He can, therefore,
possibly still be helpful and make
a valuable contribution.
I don’t feel as if I am an old
man. I remember, though, that
when my parents were the age
I am now, I did think that they
were old, so maybe it all lies in
the eye of the beholder, or in
this instance, in the mind of the
reader. While obviously I hope
these reflections will have some
positive value and will contribute
at least a little to our godly walk
of life, whether they do or not
depends entirely on you. If you
wish, you can simply put them
aside, dismissing them out of
hand as being irrelevant, as no
more than the opinion of an out
of touch old man, someone to
be affectionately humoured,
rather than those of an older
man, someone to be taken at
least a little seriously.

The COVID Dilemma
The Triggers
Some weeks ago, my wife and
I were at a family get-together
to celebrate a birthday. There
were quite a few people there,
not all of them family members
but simply friends or more
distant relatives. During the
evening I heard many a
comment on COVID, and on
the Commonwealth and State
Governments’ responses and
decisions. My hearing is not
good so I cannot be sure, but it
seemed to me that few were
complimentary. Some seemed
to think the whole thing
nothing but a scam, a conspiracy of some sort. The news
reports of all the people across
the world who were so

seriously ill with COVID, the many who
were reported to have died, the difficulties
reportedly experienced by several
countries in dealing with the sick and the
dead, were simply not true. After all,
before COVID just as many people died
every year from the common flu, I think I
heard one person say.
The comments then moved to the
Government measures taken in response.
Obviously, lockdowns, medical research,
vaccinations and the like were mentioned.
Few were complimentary or supportive.
Instead, the tone was sneering, the smiles
were derogatory and supercilious. In all, it
seemed there was little reason to honour
our governments.
I kept silent, mainly because, like I said,
my hearing is not to be relied on so maybe
I got it wrong, and possibly I misread the
vibes. When we left to go home I was a
little disturbed, but I comforted myself with
the thought that I had probably been
mistaken.
Then, in the following weeks, I heard
in many quarters, mostly in our own circles,
negative comments on the Government’s
strong urging to people to be vaccinated,
its decision to make vaccination a condition
of employment for those involved in aged
care, education, and care for other people
considered exceptionally vulnerable. Similar
derogatory comments are made in relation
to the planned way forward, a way which
seems to include a sort of COVID passport
whereby only those who are fully vaccinated
can attend sporting events, nightclubs,
crowded eating venues and places where
large numbers of people are in close
proximity of each other. It is even possible
that these restrictions will also apply to
church attendance.
In those quarters there seems to be
strong opposition, the claim being that the
Government has no right to restrict personal
freedoms in that way. In effect it is said that
everyone should be free to decide for himself
what he does, and the Government should
mind its own business, a bit like in the time
of the Judges when “… there was no king
in Israel and everyone did what was right
in their own eyes” (Judges 16:25).
Reflecting on these things
In the years after World War 2, in the late
1940s and early 1950s, many people
migrated from their homelands in Europe
to countries such as Brazil, South Africa,
New Zealand, USA, Canada, and Australia. Our forebears were among them.
In fact, the past several issues of Una
Sancta have contained interesting articles
telling the story of one of those families’

departure from Holland and their early
years in Australia. Migration was in the air.
It was encouraged on all sides, both by the
Governments of the countries from which
they came as well as those of the countries
to which they moved.
Why is that relevant here? I remember
as a child admiring on my mother’s upper
arm some large spots. She told me that was
where she had been vaccinated against
smallpox (I think it was). While immigrants
were welcomed with open arms, to get
permission to enter they had to be
vaccinated. It was a condition of entry, to
use today’s language: mandated by the
Governments of the day. The remarkable
thing is that, fiercely independent as our
forefathers were, I never heard any
comment to the effect that the Government
had no right to demand vaccination or that
it was infringing on their personal rights and
freedoms. While I remember with some
sadness and regret many disagreements
and fights among the early migrants, I am
sure there was none about mandatory
vaccination. It was seen as a legitimate
demand by Governments made in the
context of their care and responsibility for
the safety and health of their citizens.
Then I remembered my early school
years. As we had no school of our own, for
the first four years of my schooling I
attended a Government School, the Byford
Primary School. At regular intervals the
school was visited by the School Doctor
and Nurse. They vaccinated us. I don’t
remember what we were vaccinated
against, just that we were. In fact, I doubt
whether our parents knew what we were
being vaccinated against, just that we were,
that it was part of the Government’s care
for school children. I never heard any
complaint about restricting personal
freedoms or whatever. We were simply
vaccinated. I do remember that there were
some who would not be vaccinated, and
who were exempted on religious grounds.
I think they were Jehovah Witnesses. I
remember some discussions in our circles
about that. While I was too young to
remember details, I do know the vibes of
such discussion where not complimentary
to those seeking exemption.
Then in the late 1950s and early 1960s
my sisters enrolled in training courses run
by Royal Perth Hospital to qualify them as
nurses. Several others in the Church did
the same. A few years later the young lass
who later became my wife came from
Albany to enrol in a similar course in
Fremantle Hospital.
I distinctly remember the sore arms in
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the early stages, sore because of the several
vaccinations they were required to have
before they could begin their training. It
was mandatory, a condition of their
employment. Again, the right of the
Government to insist on the vaccination
was never questioned. In fact, it was seen
as a sensible and responsible measure. That
way they would have some personal
protection against the various infectious
diseases they could expect to be confronted
with as nurses as well as reducing the risk
of them spreading the diseases to others in
the course of their work or during their offduty time away from the hospital.
The girls did have a choice, of course.
They could refuse to be vaccinated, as it
seems some are allegedly inclined to do
today. The result would simply be that they
couldn’t become a nurse. Simple really. On
reflection it seems very similar to today’s
situation. Citizens are free to refuse to be
vaccinated, with the same result as in
yesteryear. They are deemed to be unsafe
to work in particular situations, many of
them involving people who are deemed
vulnerable. It seems that where the
Government is being accused of restricting
freedoms, the government itself, in fact,
believes it is simply protecting the vulnerable.
I remember that when I was in my early
teens, I read the book “Ben Hur” by Lew
Wallace. It is set in the Palestine of the days
Christ was on earth. In it there is a mother
and daughter who contract leprosy. I recall
vividly my disquiet when I read that
whenever other people came near they
had to call out loudly that they were unclean,
and had to live in complete isolation from
normal healthy people. It disturbed me
even more when a little research showed
me that this was directly commanded by
the Lord Himself. Leviticus 13: 46 & 47
and the verses which follow are clear. To
put it into today’s terms, a leper would be
put into quarantine, isolated from everyone
else, and anyone dealing with him would
be covered in plastic from head to toe, and
all on God’s direct command.
Then I reflected a little on the claim
that our Government is restricting personal
freedoms. I remember vividly how several
years ago the same sentiment was expressed
with similar gusto and conviction when the
Government passed into law that everyone
in motor cars had to wear a seatbelt.
“That’s our own business”, it was
proclaimed. “That’s for everyone to decide
for himself.” “The Government has no right
to restrict our personal freedom of choice
like this”, it was vehemently said. It begs
the question, “Is the Government restricting
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personal freedom when it determines that
only those with a licence may drive on
public roads?’’ And what about all the other
areas where we need Government
permission to do whatever?
All this led me to Article 36 of our Belgic
Confession. There we confess that because
of the depravity of mankind our gracious
God has ordained governments to govern
the world by laws and statutes so that
everything will be conducted in good order.
The subjects, we, are to hold them in honour
and respect, obey them in all things which
do not disagree with the Word of God, pay
our taxes, and pray for them.
It seems to me that with this we confess
that the Lord reigns from His throne in
Heaven (Psalm 2) through people appointed
by Him to govern us. He has given them
responsibility to govern, to rule, and, as the
Supreme Ruler, He will call earthly
governments to account for how they have
carried out their task. Therefore, only where
they contradict God’s word, or where they
demand from us obedience which
contradicts God’s word, may we and must
we legitimately resist them and refuse to
obey. Even then we will do so in a way
which honours them in their office.
Sneers and supercilious laughter,
contempt and disdain are obviously out of
place. They are displeasing to God and
grieve Him. So too is talk of personal
freedom to refuse Government instruction
if you don’t like it, of even secret support
for the riotous assemblies which rocked
some of our cities a few weeks ago, even
if such support is well hidden deep within
our hearts.
Does that mean we have to agree with
everything the Government does or decides?
Of course not. What we do need to do is
recognise that the decision is the
Governments to make, it is their responsibility,
and they will be called to account for it by
the King in Heaven.
The problem is that today everyone
seems to think they can know everything
and assumes that they have the ability and
right to judge everything. So we go to
Google, Facebook, Twitter and other social
media. We put the question, usually in
terms which indicate what we would like
to hear, and then we read what it says or
watch the video and are convinced. Often,
we forget that there is no guarantee on the
correctness or reliability of what we read
and see. Anyone can write anything, and
someone will agree with it and follow.
We disregard the advice of highly
educated men and women who advise the
government, we sneer at their qualifications

and discount their dedication and expertise.
In fact, we deny the simple truth that it is
often by such people that the Lord cares
for us, that He has equipped and qualified
them in particular ways to serve, often
unknowingly or unwillingly, as His servants
and ambassadors. We sneer and treat them
and the Governments which listen to their
advice with disdain and contempt. We
think we know better.
I could say a lot more. There are many
more relevant experiences and observations
which determine my view and position on
many things. However, I think this is sufficient,
for now. I think I have given you enough
to determine if I am simply an old man,
one to be, hopefully affectionately,
humoured; or an older man, one to be
taken at least a little seriously.
In closing this article there is one thing
I ask. Consider your confession, and do not
act or speak contrary to it but put it into
practice. To do otherwise is nothing short
of hypocrisy.
S. H. Terpstra
FRC Mundijong
Una Sancta, 27 November 2021.
Used with permission.

Letters from New Zealand
D. G. VANDERPYL

January/February 1991
In Pukekohe, the Lifesavers’ Club has
prepared a presentation of their pro-life
material for college students. The local
high school approved the presentation,
which features the development of the
baby in the womb with an examination
of the methods of abortion, presenting
positive
alternatives
–
especially
adoption, to eight 5th Form classes.
Responses varied from being well
received to aggressively rejected. One
girl wanted to know if a late term baby
was born alive, would the mother be
able to choose to keep the child at that
stage and was told that the doctor would
still carry out his instructions and not
save the baby. Another pupil became a
pro-lifer;
the
presentation
had
completely changed her view on
abortion. Some teachers showed great
interest in the Life Savers Club’s presentation but others were up in arms and
want to oust the club from the school’s
premises.
The bulletin of the Avondale congregation
(almost) always has a paragraph on “Sister
Talk.” It is the ladies’ section, which
informs them of any activities in their
particular field of interest in the life of the
church. Some men read it too, they say, to
keep a (wary) eye on what they’re up to
Next. One minister was asked the
following question: “What do you think
our biggest failure is in worship today?” He
replied in his church bulletin as follows:
“I think we have too many agendas we
are trying to cram into one hour of worship.
We are trying to instruct, train, fellowship,
evangelise, build visions, and give out all
the announcements to keep the Church
running for another week – all in one hour.
We allow many things to formulate our
objectives for worship rather than focussing
on the main goal of leading people into
the presence of God. “Another failure is
our tendency to imitate other churches’
models of worship without due regards
for the unique way in which the Lord may
be leading our church to worship. There
is too much stress on specific types or
models of worship and too little stress on
entering into the presence of God.”

Worship is a serious business and not
to be thought of lightly!

May
A few nights ago the New Zealand
nation again sat down to fill in their fiveyearly census papers. This time they
were not interested in how many
washing machines and TV’s each
household possessed or how we heated
our homes, but we still had to declare
our position in the realm of religion.
While we were in Melbourne I came
across a report from a religious affairs
reporter in an Australian newspaper who
wrote, “Our country has become a
markedly less Christian country. Australia
is not so much a godless continent,” he
said, “but it has become a continent with
many gods, caused by the massive effect
of the post-war immigration programme.
Muslims and Buddhists are becoming
competitive rivals to Australian Christians.” According to the latest census of
1986, Victoria has the lowest adherence
to Christianity (69%) of which the
Orthodox Christians account for only
four per cent of their population, this
being due largely to the state’s large
proportion of Greek migrants. I am afraid
that the results of our census here in
New Zealand won’t be much different
from the one across the Tasman Sea.
One more thing! Climate-wise, we found
that if you asked a Melburnian, “What’s
the weather going to be like today?” the
general reply was, “Just wait a minute.” And
he would be right! We never saw the
weather so changeable. One day we had
the air-conditioners going full- blast and the
next we needed to turn on the heaters.
Mangere experienced a wonderful
occasion when a “lost” son of their flock
returned “home” and re-affirmed his faith.
His church family responded with a
“Thanks be to God. We rejoice with you
this day, and we promise you our love,
our encouragement and our prayers.”
Amen to that! What joy it would be for
many of our families, if their children also
found their way back to Jesus.

Not only ministers
move to other
churches, organs do too,
the only difference being
that the latter have a price tag
attached. Christchurch offered their organ
to the Nelson congregation which gladly
accepted the offer and paid $1,000 plus
transport expenses for their bargain.
The Synodical Church Planting Committee has once again exhorted the
churches to “consider new localities for
establishing Reformed churches.” There
seems to be a reluctance to venture into
that field. It reminds me of that minister
who related some of his experiences in an
overseas magazine. In accepting a call to
another congregation, he had promised
the session to “reach out to the church’s
youth, use the gifts of the members of the
church and make a serious effort to reach
out to the unsaved in the community.”
But no sooner had he submitted some
changes to implement these suggestions,
that he encountered a series of shocks. I
won’t mention them all here but one
stuck out more than the others. I quote
here what a prominent elder in his
congregation told him when he presented
the changes to his session:
“Pastor, when, at that meeting, I talked
to you about outreach and youth and
members’ gifts, I meant it. I still do. I
want you to know that I love the Lord
and his Word, and his church. I
appreciate your doing a good job in
bringing the Word. I want your ministry
to be a success. But, and this you have
to hear no less clearly, I do not want
your ministry to be so successful that I
have to “change.” Let me tell you why.
My life is carefully organised. A great
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number of things are involved in
that balance: my feelings about
myself as a person, the good and
the bad of all my family relationships, the kind of interactions I have
with my friends and important
colleagues, the things I feel confident about and the things that make
me afraid, and the whole complex
of my interactions with God. To
achieve that balance is tough. I still
have to shore it up every day. You
can understand why this balance is
important to me, so important that
I don’t want it disturbed. Pastor,
please believe me, I don’t wish you
ill and I do want your ministry to be
successful. There are even small
changes that I will go along with
because I know you mean well. But
with respect to any big changes in
my life, I am committed to finding
all the reasons in the world to avoid
them as long as I can.”

DVD Review

That message is not an isolated one;
it’s also found in our churches and
everywhere else.
And finally, one of our vacant
churches, I won’t name which one but
they are the nearest to the South Pole,
appear to have increasingly long worship
services. There must have been some
rumblings obviously, as session has
politely encouraged their readers to take
note of this. Some people do get carried
away in their enthusiasm.
Abridged

“Which Gospel? – How the long
age stories undermine the Gospel”
by Dr. Martin Williams
Reviewed by Jane Archbald
Dr Martin Williams is Head of Theology
and lectures at the Reformed Theological College in Melbourne, Australia.
This DVD by Dr Williams presents a
Biblical and logical argument that shows
the long ages assumed by evolutionists
(and some Christians) are completely at
odds with the young earth that Scripture
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teaches. Not only this, but that Jesus’
death and resurrection are related to
how we see the subject of Creation.
The first topic, “The Science is not
Scary”, covers the area of the scientific
method and for what that can, and cannot,
be used. It can not be used to prove or
disprove an historical event in the same
way that scientists may use it for a “normal”
science experiment. In that case, they rely
on observation and then many repeated
experiments to inform them. However,
historical events cannot be repeated and

cannot be observed. In the end, it is not
observational science which people rely on
to inform their beliefs about origins, but a
“consensus of experts” and their models,
extrapolations, and their “story” about what
they think went on at the beginning of the
world. A consensus of experts is considered
one of the common fallacies of logical
reasoning. However, we can take their
“story” and ask ourselves if there are
contradictory things in it, such as in the
fossil record, where we can find many
arguments against the false assumption of
long ages.
The second topic that Dr Williams tackles
is: “Why all the fuss about long ages?” In
other words, does it really matter if a Christian
believes in theistic evolution or in creation
with “days” that are long ages? In either of
these cases, death and disease must have
been present before the Fall. So, either
death and disease have always been present,
or, man was created, and then death and
disease came after the Fall – both stories
cannot be true. If we say that death and
disease were there all along then we have
a problem because God declares everything
that He made very good. For instance,
cancer is in the “fossil record” therefore
God must have declared it very good. Some
people have tried to answer this by saying
that the Garden itself was very good, but
the world around it was “bad”. In this
scenario, Adam who had been told by God
to go into the world and fill and subdue it,
would not have been able to fulfil his
mandate.
Another problem with the long-ages
view is that the Biblical narrative is destroyed.
The Gospel insists that the origin of the
world is in this order: Creation, then Fall,
then Consequences. So, if we do not
believe in a straight reading of Genesis as
24-hour days, we have completely
undermined the rest of the Bible.
This discussion leads on to his third
topic: “How Good is Creation?” God made
the whole world ‘good’. ‘Good’ can mean
happy, pleasant, or agreeable, but it can
also mean ‘fit for purpose’ as in a ‘good’
robber being good at robbing. We certainly
can see our world is ‘fit for purpose’! In
other words, it has been made in such a
way that we have everything that we need,
and more than that, it has beauty as well.
There are many verses, in both the Old and
New Testaments, that tell us that God made
the heavens and the earth out of nothing
(Gen. 1:1-2 Heb. 1:10-12, a quote from
Ps. 102:25). He also made it ‘good’, so that
it reflects His attributes (Rom 1:20).
Dr Williams’ fourth topic is entitled:

“Did Animals Die in the Garden of Eden?”
In Gen 1:30, God declares all that He has
made “very good”, so we can presume two
things from this: 1) that there was no animal
carnivory (they had every green thing for
food), and 2) there was no bondage to
decay and no death before the Fall. Men
and animals often suffer the same diseases,
bacterial and viral infections, cancer and
so on, so why would it be just man that
would be exempted from these things?
Adam was God’s representative. He was
to demonstrate his obedience to God by
not eating of the tree in the middle of the
garden. When he disobeyed because of
the serpent (and Eve), it was the serpent
who was punished above all beasts (Gen
3: 14), that is, all were cursed, but the
serpent more than all the cattle and beasts
of the field. Isaiah 11:6 describes a time
when we will once again have the serenity
and harmony between man and animals
that was there in the Garden of Eden.
In the fifth topic, “Reaching the West”,
Dr Williams speaks about how all this relates
to our culture. The ‘West’ has become a
science-revering culture (isn’t that even
more evident since Covid?). However,
science done properly cannot help but
glorify God. The systematic study of creation
should reveal God, so that as we study
science we are filled with awe at His
creation (Rom. 1;19-20). The problem is
that the church is prone to syncretism, that
is, the amalgamation or attempted blending
of different religions, cultures, or schools of
thought. This is because God’s word seems
foolish to those outside the church. So the
church wants to make the Gospel more
acceptable by changing the Biblical narrative
and thus the meaning of the Cross. Because
if sin and death were already there from
the beginning, then Jesus came to die to
rescue us from God’s botched creation. But
the Bible says that all have sinned, not
because of the way God made us, but
because of the Fall (Ps.51:5, Rom. 5:16-17).
Syncretism results in the church losing her
saltiness. Richard Dawkins (the famous
atheist) notes that there is a deep
incompatibility between evolution and
Christianity. If you believe in long ages or
theistic evolution, you please no-one, not
God or man (Is. 7:9).
His sixth topic, “What does the
Resurrection tell us about origins?”, explains
that death is part of God’s enemy, the last
enemy to be abolished (1 Cor 15:24-26).
It is overcome by Christ’s death, and his
resurrection after death leads the way to
bodily resurrection for all those who belong
to Him – that is why He received His body

back after His death. Verse 25 says that
Jesus must reign until He has put all
enemies under His feet, and then in verse
27, that God has put all things (including
death) in subjection under His feet. Death
is an intruder that came in at the Fall (by
one man, Adam – verses 21, 22). It reigns
over every human being until it is made
impotent at Christ’s coming. So death is not
the “normal pattern ordained by God for
this earth” (as Denis Alexander, a theistic
evolutionist, has put it), but an enemy which
God must vanquish so that ‘God may be
all in all’.
The DVD also includes a bonus talk
entitled “Is Creation a Secondary Issue?”
This has already been reviewed by Walter
Walraven here :
http://rcnzonline.com/fnf/backissues/
2018/02February2018.pdf
This is a great video as it succinctly argues
the case for a belief in the whole Word of
God, every single word, and why it is
important to do so. It encourages Christians
not to bend to accommodate evolutionary
teachings with the Bible. I found it very
helpful to watch it twice and gained just as
much from the second viewing (even though
I had taken notes the first time for this
review!). However, the real value to our
churches is its well-argued proof against a
belief in long-ages. There might be those
in our churches who believe that the length
of the days in Genesis can be stretched to
thousands of years, or who may believe
that it is unimportant and irrelevant to the
message of the Gospel. It is to those that
this DVD speaks.
This DVD comes from Creation
Ministries International and can be purchased
at this site:
https://nzstore.creation.com/search?controller=search&s=Which+Gospel
Jane Archbald, B.Sc.(Hons), GradDipTchg(Sec)
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Books in focus

The View from Above: An Exposition
of God’s Revelation to John
Jan DeGelder, Fergus, Ontario: The
Study, 2021, Paperback, 435 pages
Reviewed by R Bredenhof, FRC
Mount Nasura
Is there a part of Scripture timelier to
read than Revelation?
Our newsfeed is full of alarming reports
and troubling scenarios. Over the last two
years, a global pandemic has rattled the
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world. Deep and painful divisions in society
are evident. Trust in elected officials might
be at an all-time low in the West, while
poverty and violence grind down the
populations in many other countries. As
for the church, we are growing concerned
about the infringements on our freedom
to speak biblical truth, about the spread
of godless ideologies, and about
perversions of the gospel. There is outright
persecution of Christians in numerous
places. One might be tempted to say that
the future doesn’t look bright.
But what we see and read online is
often only the view from here, the view
from below. The eyes of our hearts are
being trained to take the earthly view of
things – which tends to be pessimistic.
This is what makes Revelation so refreshing.
As it sketches world history, past and
present, it gives us ‘the view from above.’
This book unveils God’s perspective on
all these events and it affirms God’s good
purpose for the church. Revelation shows
the progressive unfolding and fulfillment
of God’s promises toward that glorious
day when the resurrected and ascended
Jesus Christ will come again in victory.
The final book of the Bible is something
akin to a ‘running commentary’ on what
is happening in our world right now.
Revelation is a timely read, but it is a
difficult read. Chapter by chapter, we can
be overwhelmed by the other-worldly
imagery of this book, by its strange events
and perplexing numbers.
This makes the publishing of ‘The View
from Above’ very welcome. In his book,
Rev Jan DeGelder unfolds the meaning
of Revelation’s cosmic drama in a clear
and faithful way. It is a drama marked by
hostility, apostasy, judgment, and violence
– yet God’s Revelation to John is also
dominated by the reality of the hope
which is available through the Lamb who
was slain.
In ‘The View from Above,’ DeGelder
guides us through all the stunning scenes
and deafening noise of Revelation. His

writing is marked by keen attention to textual
detail and the warmth of a pastor’s heart,
seeking to encourage Christ’s people with
biblical truth. Where a passage has a range
of interpretations – and few biblical books
have seen as many wildly divergent
interpretations as Revelation! – DeGelder
acknowledges the various options. Yet he
doesn’t get unduly distracted or speculate
on things that are less than clear. Instead,
he presses on to emphasize Revelation’s
crystal-clear message for the church.
One of the many remarkable aspects of
Revelation is how it is so saturated with the
Old Testament. It includes no explicitly
signalled quotations, but every chapter, and
sometimes almost every verse in a given
chapter, echoes the Old Testament
Scriptures. If I may be permitted one critique
of ‘The View from Above,’ it is that the Old
Testament’s centrality to Revelation is
understated. DeGelder doesn’t ignore the
obvious allusions, but he could have further
explored this feature of Revelation with
much profit. Why does it matter? This
background in the Old Testament is much
more than a theoretical point of interest.
Instead, this confirms how God’s plan of
judgment and salvation for these end times
is actually rooted in his unchanging purpose
since the beginning. It’s a plan that he has
been revealing for millennia, through Moses,
Isaiah, Ezekiel, Zechariah, and many more.
This book can be used in a variety of
ways. First, it would be a useful resource
for anyone who is studying the book of
Revelation. While it is not a verse-by-verse
commentary, DeGelder’s treatment of each
passage is thorough and is generally inclusive
of all the key details. I think ‘The View from
Above’ might also be beneficial for use in
personal devotions. It is written in an uplifting
tone, and each chapter has a number of
sub-sections which could be read separately
as part a (longer) time of devotion. Finally,
DeGelder’s book lends itself to group Bible
study, for he has included a short set of
discussion questions for each of his chapters.
If a group can commit to considering its
thirty-four chapters over a couple years, it
would be well worth the effort.
Like the book of Revelation itself,
DeGelder’s volume inspires hope and
confidence. If anything, Revelation shows
that persecution, pestilence, and peril are
not unique to our time and place. We are
not the first Christians to be distressed and
troubled, and unless Christ returns soon,
we will not be the last. But as God’s plan
for this world and his church continues to
unfold, we may be cheered with the certainty
of Christ’s triumph. When we take ‘the view

from above’ on our life, and this world, and
the church, Revelation encourages us to
long for and live for the great day of the
Lord.
This book can be bought through Pro
Ecclesia Books, $25.99); Reformed
Perspective Bookstore, $25.00;
Amazon.ca, $24.69.

Our God and King
By H24X

O God you are my Lord and King
The one to whom my praise I bring
Full of honour, full of light
Full of glory, God so bright
Loving and gracious risen Lord
To be worshipped and adored
Founder of grace, founder of love
Bestowing your goodness from above
With all the sorrow and the sin
From without and from within
What a glorious thing to know
That you have deigned to bestow
Your precious love so free to me
I gladly give my love to Thee
Thankful for those that I hold dear
Whether they live far away or near
Thankful for those that do love you
That you gave them salvation too
Keep them all in your arms I pray
Let us all serve you every day
Amen
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National Diaconate Committee

Update on Peniel
College in Bangalore
and Madurai, India
The Covid pandemic has hit India
especially hard over a long period of time.
It is particularly challenging for us in NZ to
appreciate the difficulties they have faced
while we go through our own challenges.
In India the effect of complete shutdown
of schools, food shortages, hospitals full
but with medical supplies exhausted, and
economic impacts will be felt for some
time. Despite this, the staff and students of
Peniel College remain committed, they
report on the last year and share that the
Lord continues to show His mercy.
Highlights from the Peniel
Report 2020-2021
We are very happy to update you about
the activities of Peniel for the year
2020-21. Despite the Covid-19 second
wave crisis in India and in Bangalore, our
Lord helped us with His protection and
guidance throughout the year. We have
had the privilege of nurturing and
schooling hundreds of young girls in the
past 21 years who were taught not only
technical skills but also strengthened in
their faith towards God. We thank the
committees of World Transform (W.T),
Australia and National Diaconate
Committee (NDC), New Zealand for their
sincere support all these years in the
transformation of the lives of many young
girls.

spite of the warning by experts. The
second wave struck India in the beginning
of February 2021 and rapidly grew out of
control. By late April, India led the world
in new and active cases. On 30th April
2021, it became the first country in the
world to report over 400,000 new cases
and 4,000 deaths in a 24-hour period.
India has recorded more than 20 million
cases and 250,000 deaths of Covid-19 in
the second wave of the pandemic,
accounting for nearly two-thirds of all
infections reported since the outbreak of
the virus in the country. The sharp surge in
cases across the country overwhelmed the
health infrastructure, with people left
scrambling for hospital beds, critical drugs,
and oxygen. The number began to come
down from the end of April 2021, but it

took longer for the numbers to come
down, and as of August the daily new
cases and death has been hovering
around 40,000 and 400 per day. About
20% of the adult populations have been
vaccinated with two doses and about 60%
have been vaccinated with a single dose.
Unconfirmed reports say that a majority
(about 70%) of the Indian population has
been covered by herd immunity.
If India escapes a 3rd wave, probably,
the Covid-19 may come to an end,
though it is premature to forecast Covid
19 due to its unpredictability. However,
India has almost fully relaxed the
lockdown, except in one or two states,
the rest of India is almost normal with
Churches, schools, colleges, movie theaters,
airlines, banks, government offices,

COVID-19 second wave in India
India was caught unaware and
underprepared after the first wave which
declined at the end of 2020 believing that
there would not be any second wave in
The funeral pyres of the many deaths related to Covid 19 in India.
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business/production houses and almost
everything is operating either fully or
with some restrictions.

through that tough time, with their
prayers, concern, love and encouragement. I am really grateful to our Lord for
placing me in this institution and providing
me with a regular income even in this
COVID Pandemic situation. I am really
grateful to Peniel management, our
sponsor organizations World Transform,
Australia and National Diaconate
Committee, New Zealand for being so
kind towards our family.

Impact of COVID-19 in
Karnataka and Bangalore:
During the second wave this year ...
the daily new cases reached a
maximum of 26,000 at Bangalore
alone. More than 7,000 people at
Bangalore died within the 3 months of
March to May in the year 2021. We
are thankful to our Lord that He
protected all the former students, staff
and family from this which had a
devastating effect on the people of
Bangalore.
Impact of COVID-19 for
Peniel
Physical classes for Peniel have been
completely closed due to the lockout
and government order to close down
educational institutions. We were only
able to conduct an online course for
Nursing and Lab technician courses.
We were unable to conduct the
practical sessions and hospital training
for the Nursing and Lab Technician
students in the year 2020-2021 due to
COVID-19. They will receive a
certificate of graduation after the
above training is completed this year.
The rest of the classes like tailoring,
fashion designing and computer
classes have not taken place. Our staff
and faculty are thankful to W.T and
NDC for supporting their salaries in
spite of most of the staff not teaching
or working during the lockout period.
Your love and care for us and our
family by paying our salary are highly
appreciated. We thank our Lord that
the lockout has ended and we are able
to re-open Peniel from the month of
July.

Testimony from a Faculty:
Mrs. Koteshwari
I am Koteshwari, Tutor in Peniel women’s
college. I have had the privilege of being a
part of this institution for more than 19
years. I am really grateful to Peniel
management for giving me this wonderful
opportunity to teach the students in
Fashion
Designing.
During
these
lockdown days many people lost their
jobs and struggled to run their family. My
husband retired two years ago and my
younger daughter was only receiving half
of her salary during this pandemic
situation. I was worried about how we are
going to run the family and meet all the
expenses. In spite of this COVID-19
situation, my salary was fully paid and
helped to run the family without any
struggle and it was a great blessing from
our Lord. Because of my good friends and
colleagues at Peniel, they carried me

Abi
My name is Abi. I have completed my
12th Standard and I do not have any
resources for my further studies. I come
from a Hindu family background and both
my parents are daily wage labourers and
they struggle a lot to meet our day to day
needs of my family. We used to follow lots
of Hindu rituals as our forefathers did. My
family is a very big family and I have six
sisters and one brother. Two of my sisters
got married. One of my younger sisters
and brother are still studying in the school.
One of the former nursing students of
Peniel College introduced me to Peniel.
Then I joined a Diploma in Fashion
Designing course and I have successfully
completed the course by God’s grace. I
have grown not only in my academic
career but also in my spiritual journey with
the Lord. Now I am regularly attending the
Sunday services and also sharing God’s
word to my colleagues. At present, I am
working in a Victorian Global India Private
Limited in the state of Tamil Nadu as a
Tailoring Assistant and getting a salary of
Rs. 15,000per month. Now I am very
happy that I am able to support my family
financially. I am really thankful to World
Transform, Australia, National Diaconate
Committee, New Zealand and Peniel
management for their great support in my
career and as well as spiritual growth.
Faith in Focus
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Peniel, I took baptism also. Before I came
to Peniel my knowledge in the English
language was not sufficient as I did my
schooling in Tamil medium. I could write
and read but was not able to speak
anything in English. I learned English,
Computer basics along with the Lab
Technician course. At present, I am
working in a Doctor Diagnostic centre in
Bangalore as a Lab Technician and getting
a salary of Rs. 12,500 per month. I am
grateful to World Transform, Australia,
National Diaconate Committee, New
Zealand and Peniel management for
enabling me to earn a good income and to
be self-reliant. I feel that I was so blessed
to get this opportunity to study with Peniel
College.
Prabhavathi
My name is Prabhavathi. I finished my
12th standard and I do not have resources
to do my higher studies. I come from a
Hindu family background and one of my
mother’s friends told me about Peniel
College. Then I joined a two years
Diploma in Lab Technician at Peniel and
successfully completed my two years
course by God’s grace. After joining
Peniel, I not only learnt to become a Lab
Technician but also came to know about
the Lord Jesus Christ. From the continuous
guidance and spiritual nurture from

Praising and prayer points
• We praise and thank our Lord that the
covid situation is under control and we
are able to re-start the college after a
gap of one year.
• Though the government has allowed
opening of colleges and schools for
higher levels, there is still fear among
the minds of the parents and students
to send their children to college and
schools. Please pray that our Lord will
encourage the parents and students with
His words “Fear not” which is repeated
several times in the Word of God.

The National Publishing Committee has
a surplus of 214 Forms and Confessions
booklets.
These are ideal for anyone wishing to have a complete set of the
Doctrines of our Churches as adopted at Synod 2014 and contain:
- the Belgic Confession (1561)
- the Heidelberg Catechism (1563)
- the Canons of Dort (1618-1619)
- the Westminster Confession of Faith (1647) new and updated
versions
- complete Church Order of the RCNZ
- all liturgical Forms, as adopted by the RCNZ
The booklet is ideal for anyone studying and wishing to further
understand the doctrines and beliefs of our churches, including
Catechism students.
Copies can be obtained by ordering from our distributor
Stuart Williams, at stu@faanz.co.nz at $6.00, plus postage
where applicable.
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• Please pray for the faculties and day
scholar students who have to travel in
public transport to Peniel college which
is still a source of spreading covid.
Conclusion
We thank our Lord that the Covid
situation in Bangalore has almost come to
an end and we are able to re-start Peniel
college from July, 2021. All the senior
schools and colleges have started
functioning from the first week of August.
Junior schools are still closed. We are
thankful for World Transform (W.T),
Australia and National Diaconate
Committee (NDC) of New Zealand and
Supporters, Sponsors who have been
partnering with us in this ministry of saving
the weaker and poorer section of these
young girls from being exploited. We are
remembering you all in our prayers every
day. We prayerfully look forward to
having your continued support for the
ministry of Peniel.
Levena Newbegin
Director
11th October2021

